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GLOBAL STRENGTH,
LOCAL SERVICE AND SUPPORT
Moving materials smoothly from one place to the next requires conveying systems that run
reliably and at the lowest possible costs.
We have a broad product scope of conveyor
components, world class research and development,
extensive engineering resources and a global
manufacturing and distribution network.

We are globally present through a network of
specialized engineering and service centres and
manufacturing facilities. This ensures that our
customer service and technical support is there for you
whenever you need it, both for original components
and as replacements in your existing systems.

DEDICATED TO CONVEYING
Our customers include mining and processing
operations related to a wide range of metals and
minerals, such as coal, iron, gold, copper, diamond
and phosphate. Following the extracted materials
downstream, our customer base also includes
stockyards, power plants and port authorities.
The diverse range of companies we serve span
from the world’s largest mining companies and
engineering houses to local entrepreneurs and a
range of supporting companies.

We have gained comprehensive know-how in
materials handling and conveying technologies,
though our history of millions of conveyor kilometers
operating in various industries.
Decades of engineering experience is designed
into PROK conveyor products and development of
advanced state-of-the-art design software. We have
continued research work on the new technologies
and materials to develop the current range of PROK
conveyor components.

PROK - Quality Conveyor Equipment - 1800 PROKCC - prok.com
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CONVEYOR
ROLLERS FOR
MATERIALS
HANDLING
AND MINING
PROK conveyor rollers are designed
for smooth rotation, low noise, long
service life and operating economy.
Available in a wide range of types, sizes,
designs and materials, they can be selected
exactly to suit the speed, weight and width of
the belt, the properties of the load and the full
range of environmental conditions expected.
With premium bearings and very effective
labyrinth seals, our rollers are built for tough
working conditions and climatic extremes.
PROK rollers are available with various surface
finishes, produced as carry, impact, and return
rollers suitable for garlands and fixed frames,
greased for life and factory sealed. Our roller
designs optimize seal efficiency, correct
bearing fits and lubrication to maintain drag
at acceptable levels – without compromising
roller life or capacity.
All PROK rollers are designed on sound
engineering principles with specific attention
to achieve:
Better balance for lower vibration levels
Increased bearing life
Less shell wear
Reduced power consumption
Quieter running
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HYBRID STEEL
PROK’s Hybrid Steel offers a belt
friendly alternative to traditional steel
rollers and is designed to perform under
high loads and in unfavourable conditions.
The roller is manufactured using advanced thermoset
non-metallic bearing housings, enclosed and
protected by our multi labyrinth premium seal.
PROK’s innovative automated manufacturing process
has resulted in a steel roller engineered for reliability,
optimum performance, and complete traceability.

RUBBER DISC
The PROK Rubber Disc rollers
operate by utilising durable rubber
discs positioned at regular intervals along
the roller to effectively eliminate conveyor belt
carry back build up.
The Rubber Discs avoid the build up of material that
can be deposited onto the roller surface which can
cause the roller diameter to develop an irregular worn
surface and change shape. This is often a major cause
of belt mistracking.
Highly effective, PROK Rubber Disc rollers are a
reliable and simple maintenance solution to this
common belt conveyor problem.

WEIGH ROLLER

POLYURETHANE DISC
The PROK Polyurethane Disc
rollers operate by utilising high abrasion
resistance and high Hydrolytic stability
polyurethane discs, positioned at regular intervals
along the roller to effectively eliminate conveyor belt
carry back build up.
PROK Hybrid Polyurethane Disc rollers can be
expected to yield a minimum life increase in the
range of 100-300% over steel in areas of high wear.

PROK STEEL

PROK Flow Formed steel rollers
deliver an intelligent design with
superior characteristics, suitable for high
loading capacities and belt speeds.
Our Formed series rollers are manufactured using
a unique flow forming and end forming process to
create a one-piece steel roller without welding.
The roller shell ends are formed into bearing housings
and bored for accuracy, resulting in aligned bearings
and an extremely reliable roller for high speed, high
tonnage applications.

IMPACT ROLLER

The PROK Steel rollers are
manufactured using welded end
housings, which are equipped with PROK’s
specially designed patented flange housings.
Our unique design and manufacturing process has
resulted in a PROK Steel roller engineered to ensure
optimum performance, reliability and durability.
Other features also include its belt friendly design
which means it is not prone to the “pizza cutter”
effect, has high impact resistance and is equipped
with precision bearings greased for life.

Our rubber disc impact rollers are
a highly effective way to dampen abrupt
and large impact loads and subsequently
to increase the life span of the rollers used in the
impact zone, such as at loading and transfer points.
The PROK Impact rollers protect the belt where the
lumps, weight or shape can cause damage to the belt
cover from the free fall of material.
The construction of the impact roller consists of a
series of resilient rubber discs assembled onto an
inner heavy duty steel tube.

PROK HDPE

Weigh quality rollers are a vital part
of the conveyor weigh scales to ensure
maximum accuracy and minimum vibration
when measuring.

PROK HDPE composite roller is a high-performance
roller that uses a specially formulated glass reinforced
polymer matrix to produce a lightweight and belt
friendly roller suitable for heavy-duty applications.

The Weigh rollers are utilised as lead-in and leadout assemblies to the belt weigh station. These high
quality rollers are machined accurately to ensure
Total Indicated Runout (TIR) is less than 0.1mm and a
Maximum Indicated Slope (MIS) to be no greater than
0.03mm/6° of rotation.

The premium seal design includes low friction
properties to ensure low break away mass and run
resistance during operation whilst its lightweight
design minimises the potential for manual handling
injuries during installation and change outs.
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	FORMED STEEL

Featuring a world-first visual wear
indicator, PROK HDPE rollers are
low-noise and belt friendly with a high
performance bearing housing friction welded
onto the tube ensuring there is no risk of end-cap
walk over time.

PROK - Quality Conveyor Equipment - 1800 PROKCC - prok.com
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PROK ENGINEERED PULLEYS
PROK offer a wide range of engineered conveyor pulley solutions, available in custom designs to
meet specific customer requirements. We engineer conveyor pulleys in a wide range of diameters
and lengths to suit all applications. Globally PROK designs and manufactures over 3,000
engineered pulleys per year ranging from light duty to the world’s heaviest duty conveyor pulleys.

PULLEY ENGINEERING
PROK engineering and design is headed up
in Australia with specialist manufacturing and
engineering facilities located around the world.
Each facility is well versed in the quality standards
of the territories they manufacture for.

All engineered pulleys are designed to infinite life
criteria, meaning we are focussed on maximising
uptime.

WHY PROK?
PROK offer a complete range of conveyor pulleys
including Live & Dead Shaft Pulleys, Light Duty Pulley,
Medium Duty Pulley and Heavy Duty Engineered
Pulleys, with an emphasis on performance and
reliability.
Through innovation in design and manufacturing
techniques, we provide engineered pulley solutions
that support modern conveyor practices, both as new
and refurbished.

As a recognized leader in pulley design, we can
supply the correct solution for your conveyor pulley
requirements with help from our in-house design
software. An advanced pulley design process
incorporating Finite Element Analysis ensures that all
PROK pulleys are designed to the best engineering
practice.
Our precision manufacturing and accurate assembly
ensure reduced maintenance requirements and low
total cost of ownership.

IN-HOUSE DESIGN & MANUFACTURING
Our industry leading design software, coupled with
in-house manufacturing capabilities, ensures quick
turnaround on new and refurbished pulleys.
Our in-house design and engineering teams have
the capability to design custom conveyor pulleys
compatible with existing inventory.
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Our 9001:2015 QMS system is the backbone of our
design approach, ensuring the highest quality of
materials are sourced through our global supply chain
network.
Our engineers utilise FEA models and state-of-the-art
technologies to design conveyor pulleys assemblies
of the highest quality.

PROK - Quality Conveyor Equipment - 1800 PROKCC - prok.com
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PULLEY REFURBISHMENT
A key advantage of PROK pulleys is the fact they are
designed to be refurbished, breathing new life into
your old pulley.
PROK can maximise the life cycle of your pulleys
through OEM grade pulley refurbishment services.
PROK pulleys are engineered for extended service in
heavy duty mining and industrial applications, which
means they are built to last.

PROK’s Pulley Refurbishment Services are located in
key mining locations, offering our global clients the
opportunity to extend the life of their pulleys using
leading engineers and technicians and original
OEM components.

	GLOBAL STRENGTH,
LOCAL SERVICE AND SUPPORT
Strategically located facilities in major mining markets
allows PROK to maintain a world class product and
service offering with a local customer focus.

Strong local engineering capabilities provide
ongoing operational and maintenance services to
our customers.

GUARANTEED QUALITY
Using the latest technology, every conveyor pulley is
subject to intense testing and inspection to confirm
and guarantee the quality of our products are of the
highest standard.
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This ensures we are delivering a high-quality product
that’s made to last.
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PULLEY
LAGGING

PROK offer a range of Pulley Lagging
options to suit every situation,
including customised systems.
We treat Pulley Lagging the same as every
other aspect of Pulley Design and take the
approach that the best solution comes from
understanding the operating conditions.

EXTREME DIAMOND RUBBER LAGGING
Typical applications: High power, high tension
conveyor belts (up to 3,000 kN belt tensions).
Extreme temperatures from -40°C to +60°C.
Extended outdoor operational service.
Features and benefits: Outstanding abrasion
resistance. High levels of cut and tear resistance.
Excellent resistance to build up. A lagging that
provides a long service life and at the same time
protects the belt.

HVCL

POLYURETHANE

RUBBER

Typical applications: Small diameters and port
applications.

Typical applications: LD, MD, HD pulleys, drive and
non-drive pulleys.

Features and benefits: Hard wearing for
demanding conditions and grooved for water
dispersion. FRAS or natural, one piece moulded
to shell.

Features and benefits: Cost-effective, dewatering,
FRAS or natural, improved belt grip, various thickness
tailored to application (10-30mm). Hot Vulcanised
available upon request.

RUBBER BACK CERAMIC LAGGING

Typical applications: Critical for drive pulley
applications.

Typical applications: Drive pulleys, MD and HD
pulleys.

Features and benefits: This product has been
specifically developed and tested to greatly improve
the durability and strength of the bonding of the
Lagging to the Pulley Shell and the Ceramic Tiles to
Rubber Backing Panel. The end result is a product
that achieves an exceptional balance between
durability, drive traction, abrasion resistance and
cushioning.

Features and benefits: Dimpled (for drive pulleys)
and smooth (for non-drive applications), reduces
LTU tension requirements through better power
transmission, increases pulley life, improved belt grip.

DIRECT BOND CERAMIC
Typical applications: Drive pulleys, non-drive, MD
and HD pulleys.
Features and benefits: Low friction on non-drives,
increase friction coefficient on drive pulleys,
grouted tiles decrease the risk of ingress and
corrosion, longer service life, superior bonding
strength, proven application.

*FRAS = Fire retardant antistatic
(for underground application).
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PROK IDLERS, GARLANDS AND BELT TRAINERS
EQUIPPED WITH HIGH-QUALITY PROK ROLLERS

OUR PRODUCT LINE INCLUDES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Idlers are a key component of a conveyor system, providing support to the belt as the
material is moved along the conveyor system. A conveyor idler consists of a number of
rollers and a frame.
Idlers are required to operate in very harsh environments, so quality and durability is important. The use of
poor quality idlers can lead to many problems such as belt damage, mistracking and eventually unscheduled
conveyor downtime.

Suspended sets, fixed and garland type
Fixed trough/vee – inline or offset
Flat return
Retractable impact sets
Adjustable impact sets
Training sets
Varitrough
Lightweight structure

Idlers are manufactured to our customers, design
and tolerance requirements, in accordance with
relevant Australian Standards.
PROK offer the “lipped flange” bearing housing,
in-built low, Total Indicator Runout (T. I. R.) –
providing increased bearing life and proven
reductions in shell wear.

High Performance
•

Low vibration

•

Low noise

•

Design
•
•
•
•

Lipped flange
Internally welded
Multi-labyrinth seal
Breather hole

The external chamber on the tube protects the belt
edge and the tube housings while the internal fillet
weld is also protected from belt wear.

PROK Idler Standard Data
Unless otherwise agreed PROK idlers will be supplied
to the standards listed the opposite page. These
standards have been developed over 20 years of
research and experience in conveyor design to suit
customer requirements. The resulting product is
technically and commercially sound, and is designed
to eliminate the need for maintenance.

Low drag

Allows PROK Conveyor Components to achieve
superior bearing life.

PROK IDLERS
PROK manufacture conveyor idlers for the carrying
and return run, impact and transition.
Available in a wide range of sizes for belt widths and
in various designs for different placements, troughing
angles and functional demands. PROK idlers are
equipped with high-quality PROK rollers supported
by close tolerance, premium bearings and effective
seals. This includes PROK’s market leading range of
non-metallic composite rollers.
PROK idler frames allow great flexibility in conveyor
design and idler replacement.
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Benefits
•	PROK

idlers and frames are designed to maintain
an optimum conveyor belt profile which in turn
promotes low rolling resistance, excellent belt
support, good belt guidance and long belt life
•	Available as carry, impact and return idlers for belt
widths from 400 mm to 3,500 mm; standard idler
range from 400 mm to 3,000 mm
•	Troughing angles upon requests; standard 30°, 35°
and 45°; for return idlers 10°
•	Rigid design for a long life
•	Idlers come in 2-, 3-, 4- or 5-roller design; standard
as 3- or 5-roller design
•	Roller diameters from 63.5 mm to 219 mm and
bearings from 6204 to 6312

PROK - Quality Conveyor Equipment - 1800 PROKCC - prok.com
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PROK CONVEYOR ACCESSORIES
ROXDUR WEAR SOLUTIONS
ROXDUR is a wear plate product that utilises the
latest technology to provide a long lasting and
durable wear solution suitable for heavy duty and
medium duty applications.

IMPACT BEDS
PROK impact beds are designed to be installed at
the conveyor system transfer point to absorb the
impact force of falling material. This protects both the
conveyor belt and conveyor structure from damage.
PROK’s range of impact beds have been fully
engineered to deliver a high-performance solution
to loading point impact issues.

Conveyor accessories help you ensure trouble-free, reliable and safe operation of your
conveyor. By choosing the right conveyor accessories, operating efficiency and the lifetime
of main conveyor components and the conveyor belt can be remarkably increased.
In collaboration with the conveyor industry, we have developed a range of monitoring, safety and control
devices, such as emergency stop switches, belt rotation detectors, belt misalignment switches, blocked chute
switches and an online belt condition monitoring device.

BELT LIFTER

SIDE GUIDE ROLLER

PROK offers a range of belt lifting options for medium
to heavy duty applications.

PROK Heavy Duty (HD) Belt Lifter

BELT MONITORING SYSTEM
Reduce your failure rate and save money
The HX270 on-line conveyor belt condition monitoring
products are used in production critical conveyors,
which need continuous condition monitoring.

Real-time Optical 3D Belt Surface Scanning
The Belt Condition Monitoring System monitors the
belt by using material and clean side monitoring
modules located in the optimal position in respect of
reaction to the belt damages.
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BELT TRACKING
One of the most common challenges when
operating a belt conveyor is to maintain the alignment
of the belt.

Efficient tracking solution
The PROK belt tracking roller is a better way to
keep the belt aligned. It is a return belt tracker that
helps align the belt without causing any additional
wear to the belt or the structure. It brings results
instantaneously so that the belt will not travel sideways
as it would with a traditional tracking device.
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Our Heavy Duty (HD) belt lifters are light-weight and
designed to streamline the roller replacement process
– for a safer, more efficient operation that reduces the
risk of damage to the conveyor belt whilst minimising
downtime requirements. PROK HD Belt Lifters
have been engineered for safety and convenience,
including a battery powered driver and a lightweight
design, it is now easier to lift and lower conveyor belts
for heavy duty belt maintenance.

PROK special rollers for guiding and tracking
We offer a wide range or special rollers in various
designs and configurations, engineered to extend
your belt life and transport material more efficiently.
PROK belt guiding products help keep the belt
correctly aligned during operation.

Advantages
•	Easy-to-fit

economical solutions
the belt correctly aligned during operation
•	More efficient material transport
•	Long belt life
•	Improved safety
•	Keep

PROK Belt Lifter
The belt lifters (carry and return models) are designed
to make roller replacements a simple and easy
operation without the risk of injury to the operator
or damage to the conveyor belt. PROK Belt Lifters
contain several innovative features that both improve
the safety performance as well as simplify the process
of changing conveyor rollers.

PROK - Quality Conveyor Equipment - 1800 PROKCC - prok.com
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VANCOUVER
SALT LAKE CITY

JAKARTA
PILBARA
PERTH

SANTIAGO
BELO HORIZONTE

MACKAY
WEST GOSFORD

SYDNEY

AUSTRALIA

CHILE

CANADA

PROK – Perth
285 Collier Road
Bayswater WA 6053

PROK – Santiago
Las Esteras Sur 2300
Quilicura Santiago

PROK – Vancouver
102 – 19028 27th Avenue
Surrey, BC V3Z 5T1

PROK – Pilbara
5 Wonmunna Road
Newman WA 6753

BRAZIL

USA

PROK – Belo Horizonte
Av. das Nações
2880 Distrito Industrial
Vespasiano MG Brasil
CEP: 33200-000

PROK – Salt Lake City
5887 West 7800 South,
West Jordan, Utah 84081

PROK – Sydney
73 – 77 Topham Road
Smeaton Grange NSW 2567
PROK – Mackay
18 David Muir Street
Slade Point QLD 4740
PROK – West Gosford
3 Gibbens Road
West Gosford NSW 2250
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INDONESIA
PT PROK – Jakarta
Setiabudi Building 2
6th Floor, Suite 603I
Jl HR Rasuna Said Kav #62

